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Abstract—As chip multiprocessors (CMPs) become the main trend in processor development, various power and thermal

management strategies have recently been proposed to optimize system performance while controlling the power or temperature of a

CMP chip to stay below a constraint. The availability of per-core dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) also makes it possible

to develop advanced management strategies. However, most existing solutions rely on open-loop search or optimization with the

assumption that power can be estimated accurately, while others adopt oversimplified feedback control strategies to control power and

temperature separately, without any theoretical guarantees. In this paper, we propose a chip-level power control algorithm that is

systematically designed based on optimal control theory. Our algorithm can precisely control the power of a CMP chip to the desired

set point while maintaining the temperature of each core below a specified threshold. Furthermore, an online model estimator is

designed to achieve analytical assurance of control accuracy and system stability, even in the face of significant workload variations or

unpredictable chip or core variations. To further improve system performance, we also integrate dynamic cache resizing into our

control framework so that power can be shifted among CPU cores and the shared L2 cache. Empirical results on a physical testbed

show that our controller outperforms two state-of-the-art control algorithms by having better SPEC benchmark performance and more

precise power control. In addition, extensive simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm for various CMP

configurations.

Index Terms—Power control, power capping, chip multiprocessor, cache resizing, feedback control, online model estimation.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CHIP-LEVEL multiprocessors (CMPs), i.e., multicore pro-
cessors, have arguably become the main trend in the

current processor development, due to some well-known
technology barriers such as the “Power Wall” and the
“instruction-level parallelism (ILP) Wall.” However, power
and temperature still remain the major constraints for the
further throughput improvement of CMP processors. First,
the peak power consumption of a CMP often needs to be
controlled to enable higher computing densities. For exam-
ple, Montecito, a dual-core product, has a reduced power
envelope of 100 W while its single-core predecessor has a
130 W power envelope [23]. In addition, precisely controlling
the power of processors is an important way to allow desired
power shifting among different components in a server for
optimized overall system performance. Second, the tem-
perature of a CMP processor also must be kept lower than a
threshold, because the increased heat dissipation with
multiple cores integrated in a single die may result in a
higher probability of thermal failures. The power and
thermal problems are also being exacerbated by the rapidly
increasing level of core integration in the CMP design.

Therefore, effective control algorithms need to be developed
to maximize the performance delivered per watt while
controlling both the power consumption and temperature of
a CMP chip to stay below respective allowed thresholds.

There are several major challenges in developing power
and thermal control algorithms for CMP processors. First,
multiple cores may need to be manipulated simultaneously
to control both power and temperature for a CMP chip. For
example, the small overhead (e.g., 50 �s in IBM POWER7
[40]) of per-core dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) makes it possible to simultaneously change the DVFS
levels of multiple cores. Hence, we need Multi-Input-Multi-
Output (MIMO) control strategies. Second, optimal control
algorithms need to be designed for power shifting among
different cores and the shared L2 cache based on their
performance needs. This is particularly important because
many of today’s applications are programmed for single-
core processors and so cannot use multiple concurrent
threads intensively. As a result, different cores may have
significantly different workload intensities. In addition,
there could be within-die variations for different cores or
even heterogeneous cores. An effective control strategy
should be able to utilize the core variations to optimize the
overall processor performance. Third, different cores may be
coupled together due to application requirements or hard-
ware constraints. For example, some processors have two
cores coupled together and so their DVFS levels can only be
changed to the same level. Those constraints need to be
considered in order for the control strategies to be valuable in
practice. Fourth and more importantly, since the workload of
a CMP processor is unpredictable at design time and may
vary significantly at runtime, control algorithms cannot rely
on static power models and must be self-adaptive to
workload variations for optimal control performance.
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Finally, as power and temperature both are critical, control
accuracy and system stability must be analytically assured.

In recent years, various power and thermal management
strategies have been proposed for CMP processors. Most
existing work focuses on minimizing the power consump-
tion of CMPs. As a result, they cannot provide any explicit
guarantees for the power and temperature of a CMP to stay
below the thresholds. Some prior research (e.g., Intel’s
Foxton technology [23]) has successfully controlled the
power and temperature of a processor using chip-wide
DVFS. However, those solutions rely on Single-Input-Single-
Output (SISO) control methods and thus cannot be directly
applied to CMP chips where per-core DVFS is available for
better management. Several recently proposed algorithms
[12], [35] present open-loop search or optimization strategies,
with the assumption that power consumption of a CMP at
each DVFS level can be estimated accurately. While those
solutions can work effectively when the system is running
workloads that are same or similar with the one used to do
power estimation, they may result in severe performance
degradation or even power constraint violation when work-
loads vary significantly. While some closed-loop solutions
have also been proposed for CMPs based on heuristics [12],
[24], basic SISO control theory has been adopted for
processor thermal management [32]. Feedback control
theory is an effective tool for power and temperature control
due to its theoretically guaranteed control accuracy and
system stability. Control theory also provides standard
controller design approaches, e.g., standard ways to choose
the right control parameters, such that exhaustive iterations
of tuning and testing can be avoided.

In this paper, we propose a chip-level temperature-
constrained power control algorithm that is systematically
designed based on well-established Model Predictive
Control (MPC) theory, which is an advanced optimal
MIMO control theory. Our algorithm can precisely control
the power of a CMP to the desired set point while
maintaining the temperature of each core below a specified
threshold. To further improve system performance, we also
integrate dynamic cache resizing into our control frame-
work so that power can be shifted among CPU cores and
the shared L2 cache. To our best knowledge, our paper
presents the first study of applying advanced MIMO
control theory to power and thermal control at the chip
level in a rigorous way with theoretical guarantees.
Specifically, compared to existing work on CMP power
and thermal management, this paper makes the following
four new contributions:

. While many existing studies address power and
temperature separately, our solution can optimize
the processor performance while controlling the
total power of a CMP chip to stay below a budget
and maintaining the temperature to be lower than
a constraint.

. While most existing work heavily relies on open-loop
optimization or heuristics, we design and analyze a
temperature-constrained power control algorithm
based on MPC MIMO control theory for theoretically
guaranteed system stability and control accuracy. We
also present a detailed analysis to establish a stability

condition in the event of power model variations.
This rigorous design methodology is in sharp contrast
to heuristic-based adaptive solutions that heavily rely
on extensive manual tuning.

. While most existing work depends on static models
for power and temperature control, we design an
online model estimator to update the system model
at runtime. As a result, our solution can achieve
analytical assurance of desired control performance,
even in the face of significant workload variations or
unpredictable chip and within-die core variations.

. While most existing work has only simulation
results, we present empirical results to demonstrate
that our controller outperforms two state-of-the-art
power controllers: a prediction-based algorithm and
a heuristic-based controller. We also present the
system architecture of our control loop on a physical
testbed and the implementation details of each
component. In addition, extensive simulation results
also demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm for
various CMP configurations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the overall architecture of our power control
loop. Section 3 describes the system modeling, design, and
analysis of our controller. Section 4 presents the design of
the online model estimator. Section 5 discusses the integra-
tion of dynamic cache resizing. Section 6 provides the
implementation details of each component in the control
loop. Section 7 presents the results of our empirical
experiments conducted on a physical testbed and extensive
simulation results for various CMP configurations. Section 8
highlights the distinction of our work by discussing the
related work. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 TEMPERATURE-CONSTRAINED

POWER CONTROL LOOP

In this section, we give a high-level description of our
power control loop that adaptively manages the power
consumption and temperatures of a CMP by conducting
per-core DVFS.

There are two major reasons for us to use per-core DVFS
as our actuation method. First, the overhead of per-core
DVFS is small enough (e.g., 50�s in IBM POWER7 [40]) to be
used in real systems. Second, some of today’s applications
are developed with a single thread (called worker thread)
doing most computation-intensive work. Hence, it is
currently less feasible for other actuation methods, such as
thread mapping, to be used in practice for power and
thermal control. We plan to extend our control architecture
to include other actuation methods in our future work.

As shown in Fig. 1, the key components in the power
control loop include a temperature sensor on each core, a
power monitor connected to the power supply circuit of the
CMP, an MPC power controller, and an online model estimator.
The power controller and the estimator can be implemented
in service processor firmware and communicate with
various sensors in a similar way to the Thermal and Power
Management Device (TPMD) used for IBM POWER7 [40],
so their power and computation overheads will not directly
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affect the main CMP. The control loop is invoked

periodically and its period is chosen based on a trade-off

between actuation overhead and system settling time. The

following feedback control loop is invoked at the end of

every control period.

1. The power monitor (e.g., an on board power
measurement circuit) measures the average power
consumption of the whole CMP chip in the last
control period and then sends the value to the
controller. The total (both dynamic and leakage)
power consumption is the controlled variable of the
control loop.

2. The temperature sensor on each core sends the
temperature of this core in the last control period to
the controller. The temperature values are used by
the power controller as constraints to manage core
temperatures.

3. System-level performance of each core, such as its
CPU utilization or IPC (Instructions Per Cycle)
value, is measured by the monitor on each core
and sent to the controller. Those measured values
can be used by the controller to optimize power
allocation among different cores based on their
performance needs.

4. Based on the collected power value, temperature
vector, and performance value vector, the controller
computes the new DVFS level for each core in the
CMP chip and then sends the levels to the DVFS
modulator on the service processor. The DVFS levels
of the cores are the manipulated variables of the
control loop.

5. The DVFS modulator of each core uses a series of
supported DVFS levels to approximate the desired
(continuous) DVFS level from the controller accord-
ingly (as detailed in Section 6.1).

6. The online model estimator updates the power
system model used by the controller based on the
measured power consumption and the DVFS levels.

Due to its centralized architecture, our control loop is

well suitable for controlling the power consumption of a

CMP with tens of cores. We plan to develop decentralized

power control algorithms for CMPs with hundreds of cores

in our future work. We discuss the complexity of MPC

control in Section 3.2. The MPC control algorithm can

tolerate a considerable communication delay between the

service processor and the main CMP, as long as the delay is

short compared with the control period [22]. Note that our

control framework is extended to integrate dynamic cache

resizing, so that power can be shifted among CPU cores and

the shared L2 cache for further improved system perfor-

mance. We introduce the detailed integration in Section 5.
Since the core of the control loop is the MPC power

controller, we focus on the system modeling and controller

design in the next section. The implementation details of

other components are provided in Section 6.

3 CONTROLLER DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we introduce the modeling, design, analysis,

and constraints of the MPC power controller.

3.1 System Modeling

In this section, we model the power consumption of a CMP

processor. We first introduce some notation. T is the control

period. piðkÞ is the power consumption of Core i in the kth

control period. fiðkÞ is the DVFS level of Core i in the kth

control period. �fiðkÞ is the difference between fiðkþ 1Þ
and fiðkÞ, i.e., �fiðkÞ ¼ fiðkþ 1Þ � fiðkÞ. N is the total

number of cores in the CMP. cpðkÞ is the power consump-

tion of the whole CMP processor, i.e., cpðkÞ ¼
PN

i¼1 piðkÞ. Ps
is the power set point, i.e., the desired power constraint of

the CMP processor. The control goal is to guarantee that

cpðkÞ converges to Ps within a given settling time.
In order to have an effective controller design, it is

important to model the dynamics of the controlled system,

namely the relation between the controlled variable (i.e.,

cpðkÞ) and the manipulated variables (i.e., fiðkÞ; 1 � i � N).

It is well-known that DVFS can allow cubic reductions in

power density relative to performance loss for each core in a

CMP [33]. However, a cubic power model may lead to high

complexity for controller design and large runtime over-

head. On the other hand, real CMP processors usually only

provide a limited DVFS range. Within the small range,

previous studies [19], [29], [36] have shown that the

relationship between power and DVFS level can be

approximated with a linear or piecewise linear function.

Therefore, the power consumption of a core is modeled as:

piðkÞ ¼ aifiðkÞ þ ci; ð1Þ

where ai is a generalized parameter that may vary for

different cores or different DVFS ranges. The dynamic

model of the system as a difference equation is:

piðkþ 1Þ ¼ piðkÞ þ ai�fiðkÞ: ð2Þ

Based on (2), we now consider the total power con-

sumption of all cores in a CMP processor. Their power

consumption can be modeled in the matrix form:

pðkþ 1Þ ¼ pðkÞ þA�fðkÞ; ð3Þ

where:

pðkÞ ¼ p1ðkÞ . . . pNðkÞ½ �T ;
A ¼ diag½a1 . . . aN �;

�fðkÞ ¼ �f1ðkÞ . . . �fNðkÞ½ �T :

The total power consumption of the CMP, cpðkþ 1Þ, is

the summation of the power consumed by each core
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cpðkþ 1Þ ¼ cpðkÞ þ a1 . . . aN½ �
�f1ðkÞ

..

.

�fNðkÞ

2
64

3
75: ð4Þ

In a real system, the estimated system parameters A can
be the results of system identification using a typical
workload. In our experiments, we conduct system identi-
fication for all the benchmarks of the SPEC CPU2006 suite
and receive a set of parameters for each benchmark. We
then use the average values of all the benchmarks as our
estimated system parameters on our dual-core CMP testbed.
Specifically, A ¼ diag½52:38; 49:32�. To verify the accuracy of
our system model, we run a randomly selected benchmark
gobmk and stimulate the CMP chip with pseudorandom
digital white-noise inputs [9] to change the DVFS levels of
the cores in a random manner. We then compare the actual
power consumption with the values predicted by our
model. Fig. 2 shows that the predicted power is adequately
close to the actual power of the CMP processor (R2 ¼ 89%).
Note that the actual values of A in a real system may change
for different workloads and are unknown at design time.
However, in Section 3.4, we prove that a system controlled
by the controller designed with the estimated parameters
can remain stable as long as the variations of A are within
an allowed range. In addition, as discussed in Section 4, our
online model estimator can also dynamically correct the
system parameters used by the MPC controller based on
measured power data.

3.2 MPC Controller Design

We apply Model Predictive Control theory [22] to design the
controller based on the system model (4). MPC is an
advanced control technique that can deal with coupled
MIMO control problems with constraints on the plant and
the actuators. This characteristic makes MPC well suited for
power control of a CMP.

A model predictive controller optimizes a cost function
defined over a time interval in the future. The controller uses
the system model to predict the control behavior over P
sampling periods, called the prediction horizon. The control
objective is to select an input trajectory that minimizes the cost
function while satisfying the constraints. An input trajectory
includes the control inputs in the following M sampling
periods, �fðkÞ, �fðkþ 1jkÞ; . . . ;�fðkþM� 1jkÞ, where
M is called the control horizon. The notation xðkþ ijkÞmeans
that the value of variable x at time ðkþ iÞT depends on the
conditions at time kT . Once the input trajectory is computed,
only the first element �fðkÞ is applied as the control input to
the system. At the end of the next sampling period, the

prediction horizon slides one sampling period and the input
is computed again based on the feedback cpðkÞ from the
power monitor. Note that it is important to recompute the
control input because the original prediction may be incorrect
due to uncertainties and inaccuracies in the system model
used by the controller. MPC enables us to combine
performance prediction, optimization, constraint satisfac-
tion, and feedback control into a single algorithm.

The controller includes a least squares solver, a cost
function, a reference trajectory, and a system model. At the
end of every sampling period, the controller computes the
control input �fðkÞ that minimizes the following cost
function under constraints

V ðkÞ ¼
XP
i¼1

kcpðkþ ijkÞ � refðkþ ijkÞk2
QðiÞ

þ
XM�1

i¼0

k�fðkþ ijkÞ þ fðkþ ijkÞ � Fmaxk2
RðiÞ;

ð5Þ

where P is the prediction horizon, and M is the control
horizon. QðiÞ is the tracking error weight, and RðiÞ is the
control penalty weight vector. The first term in the cost
function represents the tracking error, i.e., the difference
between the total power cpðkþ ijkÞ and a reference
trajectory refðkþ ijkÞ. The reference trajectory defines an
ideal trajectory along which the total power cpðkþ ijkÞ
should change from the current value cpðkÞ to the set point
Ps (i.e., power budget of the CMP). Our controller is
designed to track the following exponential reference
trajectory so that the closed-loop system behaves like a
linear system

refðkþ ijkÞ ¼ Ps � e
� T
Tref

iðPs � cpðkÞÞ; ð6Þ

where Tref is the time constant that specifies the speed of
system response. A smaller Tref causes the system to
converge faster to the set point but may lead to larger
overshoot. By minimizing the tracking error, the closed-loop
system will converge to the power set pointPs if the system is
stable. The second term in the cost function (5) represents the
control penalty. The control penalty term causes the controller
to optimize system performance by minimizing the differ-
ence between the highest DVFS levels, Fmax, and the new
DVFS levels, fðkþ iþ 1jkÞ ¼�fðkþ ijkÞ þ fðkþ ijkÞ along
the control horizon. The control weight vector, RðiÞ, can be
tuned to represent preference among cores. For example, a
higher weight may be assigned to a core if it has heavier or
more important workload so that the controller can give
preference to increasing its DVFS level. As a result, the
overall system performance can be optimized. In our
experiments on the testbed, we use the CPU utilization of
each core as an example weight. In our simulations, we use
the IPC of each core as another example weight. For parallel
workloads, we deduct the instructions caused by spin locks
from the IPC computation.

This control problem is subject to four sets of constraints.
First, the DVFS level of each core should be within an
allowed physical range (e.g., 2 to 3 GHz). Second, the total
power consumption should not be higher than the desired
power constraint. Third, as discussed in the next section, for
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the temperature of Core i to stay below the given threshold
Ti, the DVFS levels of all the cores in the same CMP must be

upper-bounded because the heat dissipation of any core in
the same die may affect the temperature of Core i. Finally,
two or more cores may need to have the same DVFS level

due to application requirements or hardware limitations.
Therefore, the constraints are modeled as:

Fmin;j � fjðkþ 1Þ � Fmax;j ð1 � j � NÞ;
cpðkþ 1Þ � Ps;
Bifðkþ 1Þ < si ð1 � i � NÞ;
fiðkþ 1Þ ¼ fjðkþ 1Þ ð1 � i; j � NÞ;

where Bi is the parameter vector for Core i’s temperature
constraint and si is a constant related to Ti. The derivations

of Bi and si are introduced in Section 3.3.
Based on the above analysis, CMP power control has been

modeled as a constrained MIMO optimal control problem.
The controller must minimize the cost function (5) under the

four sets of constraints. This constrained optimization
problem can be easily transformed to a standard constrained
least-squares problem [22]. The transformation is not shown

due to space limitations. The controller uses a standard least-
squares solver to solve the optimization problem online. In

our prototype system, we implement the controller based on
the lsqlin solver in Matlab. The computational complexity
of lsqlin is polynomial in the number of cores and the

control and prediction horizons. A detailed overhead
measurement of the lsqlin solver is available in [37].
Please note that the computational complexity and runtime

overhead of an MPC controller can be significantly reduced
by optimizing the original MPC algorithm. For example, a

hardware implementation of an improved MPC algorithm
with four inputs (e.g., the DVFS levels of four cores) and one
output (e.g., the power of the CMP) only takes 4:7 �s at a

clock frequency of 20 MHz [14]. Those optimization
approaches make it possible to use MPC in practice for
chip-level power control of CMPs with tens of cores. We plan

to develop decentralized control algorithms for CMPs with
hundreds of cores in our future work.

3.3 Temperature Constraint

As introduced in Section 2, a temperature constraint is
enforced on each core to prevent thermal emergency. In

order for the constraint to be used by our MPC controller,
we derive the temperature constraint by modeling the
relationship between the temperature of a core and the

DVFS level of the core. We first introduce some notation. In
the kth control period, the temperature sensor of Core i

reports its reading as tiðkÞ. The temperatures of all the cores

in a CMP are represented as a vector: tðkÞ ¼ ½t1ðkÞ . . .

tNðkÞ�T . Recent studies [1], [10] present a thermal model

between the temperature of a core and the power
consumption of the core as:

tðkþ 1Þ ¼ AttðkÞ þBtpðkÞ: ð7Þ

To model the relationship between the temperatures and
the DVFS levels. We substitute pðkÞ in (1) to (7). Our model

is as follows:

tðkþ 1Þ ¼ AttðkÞ þBtðAfðkÞ þCÞ; ð8Þ

where C ¼ ½c1 . . . cN �T . However, since we can only measure
the power consumption of the whole CMP processor
instead of each individual core in system identification, ci
is unknown. Therefore, we have a difference model as:

�tðkÞ ¼ At�tðk� 1Þ þB�fðk� 1Þ; ð9Þ

where �tðkÞ ¼ tðkþ 1Þ � tðkÞ, �fðkÞ ¼ fðkþ 1Þ � fðkÞ,
and B ¼ BtA.

Equation (9) models the relationship between the
temperature change �tðkÞ and the DVFS setting change
�fðkÞ. At and B are two constant parameter matrices
whose concrete values depend on the physical behavior of
the chip, such as the heat sink and the time step (i.e., the
control period). In our experiments, we get the two matrices
by conducting system identification. Specifically, we gen-
erate a pseudo random white noise signal as input �fðkÞ to
stimulate the open-loop system and measure the actual
system output �tðkÞ. We then estimate At and B using the
least square method. The concrete values of At and B used
in our experiments are:

At ¼
�0:2259 0:1676
0:0896 �0:2029

� �
; B ¼ 13:3368 6:8533

6:0877 12:7510

� �
:

We then validate the model (9) using a different random
white noise signal. Fig. 3 shows that the estimated outputs
of the model are sufficiently close to the measured actual
system outputs (R2 ¼ 83%).

Our temperature constraint for Core i is tiðkþ 2Þ < Ti. In
every control period k, the controller needs to determine
fðkþ 1Þ that can make the system converge to the power set
point and meet the temperature constraint. Based on the
temperature model (9), we can rewrite the temperature
constraint as a function of fðkþ 1Þ:

Bifðkþ 1Þ < si ð1 � i � NÞ; ð10Þ

where Bi is the ith row vector of the matrix B, si is a
constant related to the temperature thresholds Tið1 � i �
NÞ. Specifically,

S ¼ Tmax �
�
A2

t þAt þ I
�
tðkÞ þ

�
A2

t þAt

�
tðk� 1Þ

�AtBfðkÞ þ ðAtBþBÞfðk� 1Þ;
ð11Þ

where Tmax ¼ ½T1 . . .TN �T and S ¼ ½s1 . . . sN �T .
Since our temperature constraint is built based on system

identification, we use a safety margin � ¼ 2:822 such that
the predicted temperature is lower than the actual value
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most (e.g., 98 percent) of the time in our system identifica-
tion experiments. Therefore, the real constraint used in our
MPC controller is tiðkþ 2Þ < Ti � �.

3.4 Stability Analysis

A fundamental benefit of the control-theoretic approach is
that it gives us theoretical confidence for system stability,
even when the system power model (1) may change at
runtime due to workload variations or core variations
caused by within-die process. In this section, we present a
method that, given a system and a range of variations in
core power models, allows to analytically assess the
stability and robustness of the system controlled by our
MPC power controller. To ensure that the system can be
stabilized, the constrained optimization problem must be
feasible, that is, there exists a set of DVFS levels within their
acceptable ranges that can make the power consumption of
the CMP equal to its set point. If the problem is infeasible,
no controller can guarantee the set point through core DVFS
adaptation. In this case, the system may switch to a different
control adaptation mechanism (e.g., thread scheduling or
dynamically turning on/off cores), which is our future
work. Henceforth, our stability analysis assumes that the
constraints are not activated. Our MPC controller solves a
finite horizon optimal tracking problem. Based on optimal
control theory [20], the control decision is a linear function
of the current power value, the power set point of the CMP,
and the previous decisions for per-core DVFS levels.

We now outline the general steps for analyzing the
stability of a CMP when the actual system model is different
from the estimated model used to design the MPC controller.
First, given a specific system, we derive the control inputs
�fðkÞ that minimize the cost function based on the
estimated system model (4) with the estimated parameters
A. The control inputs represent the control decision based
on the estimated system model. Second, we construct the
actual system model by assuming the actual parameter
a0i ¼ giai, where gi represents the unknown system gain.
The stability analysis of the actual system needs to consider
a composite system consisting of the dynamics of the
original system and the controller. Third, we derive the
closed-loop system model by substituting the control inputs
derived in the first step into the actual system model.
Finally, we analyze the stability of the closed-loop system
by computing all the poles of the closed-loop system.
According to control theory, if all poles locate inside the
unit circle in the complex space, the controlled system is
stable. The allowed variation range of gi can be established
by computing the values of gi that cause the poles to move
across the unit circle.

We now apply the above steps to the CMP processor used
in our testbed, which has two cores. In the first case, we
assume that all the cores have a uniform workload or core
variation, i.e., G ¼ gI. We derive the range of g as
0 < g � 8:83. That means a system controlled by the MPC
controller designed based on the estimated model (4) can
remain stable as long as the real system parameters are
smaller than 8.83 times of the values used to design the
controller. In the case that each core has a different workload
or core variation, our second way of analyzing the system
stability is to analyze one core at a time. Our results show that
the ranges of gi are 0 < g1 � 15:7 and 0 < g2 � 17:6. Other

workload variation patterns can be analyzed in a similar
way. A Matlab program is developed by us to perform the
above stability analysis procedure automatically.

4 ONLINE MODEL ESTIMATOR

As discussed in Section 3, the MPC controller is designed
based on an estimated power model that may be different
from the actual system model, because the controller can be
used on a different CMP and the workload may also change
significantly at runtime. Although we have proven that the
controller can remain stable when the variations are within
a wide range, the MPC controller is designed to achieve the
optimal control performance, such as short settling time and
zero overshoot, when the model is accurate. With model
variations, the MPC controller may have degraded control
performance. Therefore, it is important to dynamically
correct the system model based on measured power data. In
this section, we describe the design of the online model
estimator that can periodically learn from the measured
data and then update the system model.

In this paper, we use a Recursive Least Square (RLS)
estimator with directional forgetting [21] to estimate and
update the parameter matrix A in the system model (3).
To do that, we first transform the system model (1) to
cpðkÞ ¼ AeðkÞfeðkÞ, w h e r e AeðkÞ ¼ ½ a1 . . . aN c �,
c ¼

PN
i¼1 ci, and feðkÞ ¼ ½ fðkÞ 1 �T . In each control

period, the RLS estimator calculates the vector Ae based
on the following equation:

AeðkÞ ¼ Aeðk� 1Þ þ eðkÞfT
e ðkÞPðk� 1Þ

�þ fT
e ðkÞPðk� 1ÞfeðkÞ

; ð12Þ

where eðkÞ ¼ cpðkÞ �AeðkÞfeðkÞ is the estimation error,
PðkÞ is the covariance matrix, and � is the constant
forgetting factor with 0 < � � 1. A smaller � allows the
estimator to forget the history data faster. In our experi-
ments, we use � ¼ 0:8. The following iteration is invoked in
every period of the estimator: 1) The RLS estimator records
the frequency vector, fðkÞ, and the total power consumption
of the CMP, cpðkÞ. 2) The estimator calculates feðkÞ, AeðkÞ
and then aið1 � i � NÞ. 3) The estimator updates A with ai
in the system model (3) of the MPC controller.

The online estimator and the MPC controller are
configured to run on different time scales. The estimator
is running on a much longer time scale to avoid affecting
the stability of the MPC controller. Specifically, the period
of the online estimator is configured to be longer than the
settling time of the MPC controller. As a result, the MPC
controller can stabilize and enter its steady state between
every two consecutive invocations of the estimator. The RLS
estimator can also be configured to run on the same time
scale with the MPC controller. In that case, however, more
sophisticated stability analysis (such as [17]) is needed to
guarantee the stability of the entire system.

5 INTEGRATION OF DYNAMIC CACHE RESIZING

In the previous sections, we have designed an MPC
controller to control the power consumption of a CMP by
performing per-core DVFS on the CPU cores. However, for
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some CPU-intensive workloads, lowering the frequencies of
CPU cores may severely degrade the application perfor-
mance, while at the same time some on-chip L2 cache ways
can become rarely accessed and so can be dynamically put
into low-power modes, allowing power to be shifted to the
CPU cores for improved CMP performance.

In this section, we integrate dynamic cache resizing into
our MPC control framework to allow flexible power shifting
among the CPU cores and the shared L2 cache. We use a
cache resizing modulator to adapt the L2 cache power by
changing the number of active cache ways. With dynamic
cache resizing, the 4th and 5th steps in the chip-level power
control loop in Section 2 change to: 4) Based on the collected
power value, temperature vector, and performance value
vector, the controller computes the new DVFS level for each
core in the CMP and the new active L2 cache size. The DVFS
levels and the active cache size are now the manipulated
variables of the control loop. 5) The DVFS modulator changes
the DVFS level of the each core and the cache resizing
modulator changes the active L2 cache size accordingly.

To integrate dynamic cache resizing, we first model the
power consumption of the shared L2 cache as a function of
the number of active cache ways. According to previous
work [33], cache power consumption can be approximately
modeled as a linear function of active cache size. Based on
similar stability analysis as in Section 3.4, factors such as the
varying cache access rate can be treated as system noise that
does not affect the stability of the controller. Hence, similar
to the core power model (2), we model the L2 cache power
consumption as:

pNþ1ðkþ 1Þ ¼ pNþ1ðkÞ þ aNþ1�fNþ1ðkÞ; ð13Þ

where pNþ1ðkÞ is the power of shared L2 cache in the kth
control period. Note that piðkÞ; 1 � i � N , is the power of
Core i. fNþ1ðkÞ is the number of active cache ways and
�fNþ1ðkÞ ¼ fNþ1ðkþ 1Þ � fNþ1ðkÞ. aNþ1 is a generalized
parameter that can be determined by factors such as
workloads and system temperature. We use the same
method presented in Section 3.1 to estimate the value of
aNþ1 based on system identification. Specifically, we test all
the benchmarks in the SPEC CPU2000 suite and then use
the average value as our estimated system parameter. Based
on our experimental results, we have aNþ1 ¼ 7:34.

Since that the cache power model (13) has the same
format as the core power model (2), the total power
consumption of the CMP, cpðkÞ ¼

PNþ1
i¼1 piðkÞ, is the

summation of the power consumed by each core and the
power of the shared L2 cache. Specifically,

cpðkþ 1Þ ¼ cpðkÞ þ a1 . . . aNþ1½ �
�f1ðkÞ

..

.

�fNþ1ðkÞ

2
64

3
75: ð14Þ

Based on the new CMP power model (14), we then repeat
the steps presented in Section 3.2 to design a new MPC
controller that coordinates CPU cores and the shared L2
cache for CMP power control. The tracking error term (i.e.,
the first term) in our cost function (5) remain the same while
now �fðkÞ ¼ ½ �f1ðkÞ . . . �fNðkÞ �fNþ1ðkÞ �T in the
control penalty term. The ðN þ 1Þth element in Fmax is the

maximum size of the shared L2 cache. We can then conduct
the stability analysis in Section 3.4 to establish another
stability range, which gives us confidence for the degree of
model variations that the new MPC controller can tolerate.
The online model estimator presented in Section 4 can also be
used with the new MPC controller to dynamically correct the
system model based on measured power data.

Another important issue in the new MPC controller
design is the control weight vector, RðiÞ, in cost function (5).
RðiÞ can be tuned to represent preference among cores and
the shared L2 cache for optimized system performance. In
our MPC controller designed only for CPU cores, we use the
CPU utilization of each core as an example weight in the
testbed experiments and the same weight for all the cores in
our simulations. In the new MPC controller with dynamic
cache resizing, we need to choose a new RðiÞ that can
optimize the power allocation among the cores and the
cache. In our cost function, RðiÞ is a diagonal matrix, in
which elements are positive constants. The first N elements
are the control weights for the N cores while the ðN þ 1Þth
element is the weight for the shared L2 cache. Note that
different values of RðiÞ only slightly impact the convergence
speed of the MPC controller without affecting its stability.

In this paper, we propose three weighting strategies for
comparative studies: equal weighting (EW), IPC-based
weighting (IW), and proportional weighting (PW). 1) EW
simply assigns the same weight to each core and the shared
L2 cache. 2) In IW, we get the cycle per instruction (CPI) stack
decomposition online by using on-chip performance counter
[7]. We then use the inverse of the CPI of the shared L2 cache
part as the weight for the cache. We use the IPC of each core
(after deducting instructions caused by spin locks) as its
weight. IW tries to optimize the system throughput by
dynamically allocating power according to the IPC contribu-
tion of each part. However, as a result, IW may favor
workloads that have higher IPC values and thus may treat
each core unfairly. 3) The main idea of PW is to address both
system throughput and fairness. We first measure the peak
power consumption and peak performance of each core and
the cache when they are running without any power
management (i.e., highest DVFS level and maximum cache
size). In PW, we use miss rate as the performance metric for
cache. We then allocate power to the cores and cache
proportionally based on their current performance. Specifi-
cally, we first disable any power management and measure
the following values: Pi, the peak power of Core i, PNþ1, the
peak power of the cache, IPCi, the average IPC of Core i, and
M, the miss rate of the cache. In the first period of a run, we
set the weight of Core i and the cache to their peak power, Pi
and PNþ1, respectively. In the kth control period, the weights
of Core i and the cache are calculated as Pi�ðIPCiðkÞ=IPCiÞ
and PNþ1�ðMðkÞ=MÞ, respectively, where IPCiðkÞ is the
actually measured IPC value of Core i in the kth period and
MðkÞ is the measured miss rate of the cache. In Section 7.3, we
demonstrate that PW can achieve better application perfor-
mance and fairness than EW and IW.

In the rest of the paper, we use MPC to refer to the
controller without dynamic cache resizing. We refer to the
new MPC controllers with the three weighting schemes as
MPC-EW, MPC-IW, and MPC-PW, respectively.
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6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first introduce our physical testbed, as
well as the implementation details of each component in the
control loop. We then introduce our simulation environ-
ment. In order to test more benchmarks, we use SPEC
CPU2006 suite (V1.0) in our testbed experiments and SPEC
CPU2000 suite in our simulations.

6.1 Testbed

Our main testbed is an Intel Xeon X5365 Quad Core processor
with 8 MB on-die L2 cache and 1,333 MHz FSB. The processor
supports four DVFS levels: 3, 2.67, 2.33, and 2 GHz. Our
experiments show that the processor has Cores 0 and 1 in a
group and Cores 2 and 3 in the other group. We have to
change the DVFS levels of the two cores in each group
together in order to have a real impact on the processor power
consumption. Therefore, we use this processor to emulate a
dual-core processor that supports per-core DVFS. The
operating system is Fedora Core 7 with Linux kernel 2.6.23.
Our secondary testbed is a 12-core AMD Opteron 6,168
processor with 12� 512 KB private L2 caches and 12 MB
shared L3 cache. The AMD processor supports per-core
DVFS with five DVFS levels from 0.8 to 1.9 GHz.

We run SPEC CPU2006 suite (V1.0) as our workload in
our testbed experiments. SPEC CPU2006 is configured
with four user threads to run four copies of a benchmark
on the four cores, respectively. Each performance mea-
surement is the average of the four copies and recorded as
performance ratio, i.e., the relative speed of the processor
to finish each benchmark (compared to a reference Sun
UltraSparc II machine at 296 MHz). CPU2006 includes a
collection of 29 benchmarks and is divided into CINT2006
and CFP2006, which consist of integer and floating-point
benchmarks, respectively.

We now introduce the implementation details of each
component in our power control loop.

Power monitor. To measure the power consumption of
the processor, we use the approach proposed in [13], [42]. An
Agilent 34,410 A digital multimeter (DMM) is used together
with a Fluke i410 current probe to measure the current
running through the 12 V power line that powers the
processor. The probe is clamped to the 12 V line and
produces a voltage signal proportional to the current
running through the line with a coefficient of 1 mv/A. The
resultant voltage signal is then measured with the multi-
meter. The measured value is read by the server through a
USB cable using a USBTMC device driver. The accuracy of
the current probe is (3.5 percent of reading þ 0:5 A).

Temperature sensor. We use the coretemp driver in Linux
to read the temperature values reported by the thermal
sensors in each core through the system file /sys/devices/
platform/coretemp.[X]/ temp1_input, where [X] is the index of
the core.

Controller. In our prototype system, we implement the
controller as a C++ program running on a different
processor to control the target processor, but the controller
can be implemented in the service processor firmware in a
real system. The controller periodically reads the power
consumption from the power monitor and the temperatures
from the sensors. It then executes the control algorithm

presented in Section 3. As the outputs of the control
algorithm, new DVFS levels are calculated and sent to the
DVFS modulator to enforce the new levels in the next
control period. The MPC controller parameters used in all
experiments include the prediction horizon as 8 and the
control horizon as 2. The time constant Tref=Ts used in (6) is
set to 2 to avoid overshoot while having a relatively short
settling time. The control period T for the controller is set to
1 second because the timer resolution in Linux is 10 ms.
Note that much shorter control periods could be used in a
real firmware implementation.

CPU Frequency Modulator. We use Intel’s SpeedStep
technology to enforce the desired DVFS level. In Linux
systems, to change the DVFS level, one needs to install the
cpufreq package and then use root privilege to write the new
DVFS level into the system file /sys/devices/system/cpu/
cpu[X]/cpufreq/scaling_setspeed where [X] is the index of the
core. The processor used in our experiments supports only
four discrete DVFS levels for each core. However, the new
DVFS level periodically received from the MPC controller
could be any value that is not exactly one of the four
supported DVFS levels. Therefore, the modulator code must
locally resolve the output value of the MPC controller to a
series of supported DVFS levels to approximate the desired
value. For example, to approximate 2.89 GHz during a
control period, the modulator would output the sequence,
2.67, 3, 3, 2.67, 3, 3, etc., on a smaller timescale. To do this,
we implement the first-order delta-sigma modulator pro-
posed in [19] to generate the sequence in each control
period. Clearly, when the sequence has more numbers
during a control period, the approximation will be better
but the actuation overhead may become higher. In this
paper, we choose to use 20 values to approximate the
desired DVFS level, which leads to a subinterval of 50 ms
for a control period of 1 second. As a result, the effect of
actuation overhead on system performance is no more than
0.04 percent (20 �s of DVFS overhead on our testbed
divided by 50 ms) even in the worst case when the DVFS
level needs to be changed in every subinterval. This amount
of overhead is acceptable to most computer systems.

6.2 Simulation Environment

To test our control algorithm with different CMP config-
urations (e.g., number of cores in a CMP), we conduct
simulations using the cycle-accurate SimpleScalar simulator
with modifications for per-core DVFS support. The cores
are configured based on Alpha 21,264 (EV6) scaled to the
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current process technology, with the main parameters listed
in Table 1. In our simulations, we configure the floor plan
for 4, 8, and 16 cores with private L1 and shared L2
hierarchy with cores placed in the middle of the die. Wattch
[3] (with CACTI [41]) is used to calculate the dynamic
power and Hotleakage [43] is used to calculate the leakage
power with a typical temperature setting of 80�C. We use
the summation of the dynamic power and leakage power as
the total power reading.

We use per-core DVFS in our simulations and configure
each core to have four linearly scaled DVFS levels (1, 0.9,
0.7, 0.5) that are normalized to the peak level. The control
period of the MPC controller is set to 5 ms and each control
period has 20 subintervals for the first-order delta-sigma
modulation, resulting in a subinterval of 250 �s. During
each DVFS transition time, we assume that there is no
instruction executed to keep synchronization [12]. The
overhead of each DVFS scaling is set to 10 �s by assuming
a common off-chip switching regulator [33]. Note that our
MPC controller would have even higher performance
improvement if the DVFS overhead can be reduced to
nanoseconds in the near future [16].

We control cache power by dynamically switching
selected cache ways between high and low-power modes.
For the low-power mode, we assume that the Gate-Vdd
technology [27] is employed. We adjust the cache address
mapping and replacement based on the number of cache
ways in the high-power mode to ensure that cache
addressing is always valid despite cache resizing. Dirty
data write back process is also simulated when we put
cache ways into the low-power mode. In addition, we
conservatively assume that when performing cache resiz-
ing, the whole tag part is always turned on and consumes
power and only the data array is resizable [24].

In our simulations, to test more benchmarks, we select
six applications, ammp, wupwise, art, mesa, gcc, and lucas from
the SPEC CPU2000 suite. Those applications include both
CINT and CFP ones and both CPU-intensive and cache-
intensive ones, based on the classifications used in [28]. To
examine fairness among different cores, we test two kinds
of workload combinations: 1) one copy of a single bench-
mark running on every core, and 2) one benchmark running
on cores numbered even (i.e., Cores 0, 2, 4, etc.) while the
other benchmark running on cores numbered odd (i.e.,
Cores 1, 3, 5, etc.).

7 EXPERIMENTATION

We first introduce two state-of-the-art baselines. We then
present our empirical results conducted on the physical
testbed. Finally, we describe our simulation results for CMP
processors configured with 4, 8, and 16 cores.

7.1 Baselines

Our first baseline, referred to as Priority, is a heuristic-based
chip-level power controller proposed in a recent paper [12].
Priority represents a typical solution that is designed,
without feedback control theory, to use per-core DVFS to
control the power of a CMP chip. We compare our MPC
controller against Priority to show that a well-designed ad
hoc controller may still fail to have accurate power control

and thus lead to degraded application performance. The
control scheme of Priority is briefly summarized as follows:
1) Every core is assigned a priority. 2) In each control period, if
the total power consumption of the CMP chip is lower than
the set point, Priority chooses the core with the highest
priority to increase its DVFS level by one. If the core is already
running at the highest DVFS level, the core with the next
highest priority will be tried. On the other hand, if the power
of the chip is above the set point, Priority chooses a core
(starting from the lowest priority one) to decrease its DVFS
level by one. 3) Priority repeats step 2 until the system stops.

A fundamental difference between Priority and our
MPC controller is that Priority simply raises or lowers the
DVFS level of a selected core by one step, depending on
whether the measured power is lower or higher than the
power set point. In contrast, MPC computes a desired
frequency level for each core based on well-established
control theory and uses the DVFS modulator to approx-
imate this output with a series of supported DVFS levels.
In addition, MPC can prevent thermal emergency and
dynamically adapt to workload variations.

The second baseline, referred to as MaxBIPS, is a recently
proposed power management solution [12]. Given a power
set point, MaxBIPS uses exhaustive search to find a
combination of DVFS levels for all the cores, which is
predicted to result in the best application performance while
keeping the power of the chip below the set point. In order
to do prediction online, MaxBIPS conducts offline experi-
ments using a typical workload to build a static table, which
includes all the possible DVFS combinations for all the
cores, with the power consumption and performance (i.e.,
BIPS values) of each combination measured from the offline
experiments. While MaxBIPS can work effectively to find
the best combination when the system is running the same
or a similar workload with the one used to do offline
experiments, MaxBIPS may fail to achieve good application
performance and even may violate the power set point
when the workload is totally different or varies significantly
at runtime. In order to ensure that MaxBIPS does not violate
the power set point at runtime, we use a power-intensive
SPEC benchmark, calculix, to build the static table used by
MaxBIPS in our experiments.

Although our MPC controller also has a prediction step,
a fundamental advantage of MPC is that the prediction is
continuously corrected based on system feedback, as
discussed in Section 3.2. In addition, with the online
estimator, the power model used by MPC is a dynamic
one that can adapt to workload variations. In contrast, the
prediction in MaxBIPS is only based on a static power
model that is vulnerable to workload variations.

Please note that both Priority and MaxBIPS are demon-
strated to have better application performance than power
control algorithms that rely on chip-wide DVFS instead of
per-core DVFS [12]. Therefore, by outperforming the two
baselines, our MPC control algorithm also outperforms chip-
wide DVFS solutions such as Intel’s Foxton technology [23].

7.2 Empirical Results

In this section, we first compare MPC against the two
baselines in terms of control accuracy and application
performance. We then evaluate the temperature constraint.
Finally, we examine the online model estimator.
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7.2.1 Control Accuracy

In this experiment, we randomly select a SPEC benchmark,
gobmk, to test MPC and the baselines in a scenario where the
power budget of the CMP chip needs to be reduced from
155 to 140 W at time 60 s due to various reasons (e.g.,
thermal emergency). The power budget is then raised back
to 155 W at time 120 s after the emergency is resolved.

Fig. 4a shows the results of MaxBIPS. Given a power set
point, MaxBIPS selects a DVFS combination from its static
prediction table and sets the DVFS level of each core based
on the selected combination. Under MaxBIPS, the power of
the CMP is much lower than the set point because of two
reasons. First, MaxBIPS selects a DVFS combination to have
a power consumption lower than the set point. Since each
core of the CMP only has a few DVFS levels, a combination
normally cannot lead to a power value that is exactly equal
to the set point. With only two cores in the CMP, the gap
can be large. Second, MaxBIPS makes decision based on the
static table, which is generated offline based on a bench-
mark that is more power-intensive than the current work-
load. In the next section, we can see that the wasted power
budget leads to degraded application performance.

Fig. 4b shows the results of Priority. Priority starts with
all cores throttled to the lowest frequency level. Since the
power is lower than the set point at the beginning of the
run, Priority responds by stepping up the DVFS level of one
core at a time, until the power is higher than the set point at
time 4 s. Afterward, since the higher-priority core is already
at the highest DVFS level, Priority oscillates between two
adjacent DVFS levels on the lower-priority core, because the
set point is between the two power levels. As a result, the
power never settles to the set point.

Fig. 4c shows that MPC can precisely control the power of
the CMP, with a standard deviation smaller than 1 W, by
having a desired DVFS level from the MPC controller, and
then using the DVFS modulator to generate a series of
supported DVFS levels on a finer timescale to approximate
the desired level. One may think that Priority could be
improved by also using a series of DVFS levels for
approximation in each control period. However, Priority

would still have the same steady-state error because, without
a desired DVFS level based on control theory, Priority can
only oscillate between two DVFS levels of a core.

Fig. 5 shows the result of running MPC controller and
Priority under a series of power set points from 135 to 160 W.
The steady-state power of each run is the averaged power
consumption in the steady state of the controller, which is
calculated by eliminating the transient power values at the
beginning of the run. The MPC controller is able to meet all
the set points with a precision less than 1 W. However, since
the CMP power under the control of Priority always
oscillates between two levels, Priority shows steady-state
errors that are often above the set point. For example, when
the set point is 151 W, Priority has the maximum positive
steady-state error as 5.8 W above the set point.

Since Priority has positive steady-state errors, it may be
undesirable to use Priority in a real system because a positive
steady-state error (i.e., average power is above the set point)
may violate the power budget. One may think that Priority
could be easily modified to eliminate its positive steady-state
errors by having a safety margin. To do this, we can get the
steady-state error of each single run of Priority. To ensure
that the safety margin is safe for all the benchmarks, we run
every benchmark in SPEC CPU2006, and then get the
maximum positive steady-state errors for each set point
and then the maximum errors for all the set points from 140
to 160 W. By doing that, we get a safety margin of 6.12 W. We
then rerun the experiments for Priority with its power
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budget deducted this margin. This modified Priority policy

is referred to as Improved Priority. Fig. 4d shows that

Improved Priority still exceeds the budget at times but the

average power is always below the budget. Please note that

Improved Priority is actually infeasible in practice because it

is hard to have such a priori knowledge about the safety

margin before spending a lot of time measuring this margin

at runtime. However, we use Improved Priority as a baseline

that can achieve the best possible performance in an ad hoc

way and yet does not violate the power constraint.

7.2.2 Application Performance

In this experiment, we investigate the impact of chip-level

power control on the performance of four randomly

selected SPEC benchmarks. First, Fig. 7 plots the average

power with standard deviations for Improved Priority,

MaxBIPS, and MPC. As discussed before, MPC can

precisely achieve the desired power budgets while the

other two waste the budgets. Improved Priority has a much

bigger standard deviation compared with MPC and

MaxBIPS because the power consumption under Improved

Priority is always oscillating between two levels.
Fig. 6 plots the SPEC benchmark performance (in terms of

base rate, i.e., the relative CPU speed compared to the

reference machine used by SPEC) using different power

budgets and benchmarks. MPC achieves better performance

than Improved Priority and MaxBIPS in all the runs because

MPC can precisely achieve the set-point power. The max-

imum performance improvement of MPC is 20.79 percent

over MaxBIPS with sjeng at the set point of 150 W, and

18.77 percent over Improved Priority with gobmk at the set

point of 155 W, respectively. The average improvement of

MPC is 9.69 percent over MaxBIPS and 8.95 percent over

Improved Priority.

Note again that it is actually infeasible in practice for
Improved Priority to have such a tight safety margin
resulted from extensive experiments in this paper. In a real
system, Improved Priority is commonly configured with a
large safety margin and thus would result in much worse
performance. Although future CMPs may have significantly
increased DVFS levels and cores, and thus can allow
Improved Priority to achieve a control accuracy closer to
that of MPC, Improved Priority would lead to a very long
settling time with a large number of DVFS levels and cores
since it only steps up/down one level of a core in each
control period. The dependence of MaxBIPS on its static
prediction table limits its applicability to CMPs with more
than 8 cores, as discussed in Section 7.3.

To verify our above hypothesis, as an extension to our
hardware experiments, we test MPC and Improved Priority
on our secondary hardware testbed. MaxBIPS is not tested
because the prediction table used by MaxBIPS has grown up
to 512 entries, making it infeasible to be implemented. We
repeat our experiments to examine the performance of the
four SPEC benchmarks under three power budgets. The
power budgets are lower than those used for the Intel Xeon
testbed because the power consumption of the AMD
processor is much lower. Since the AMD processor has more
DVFS levels, more cores, and less power consumption,
Improved Priority can achieve a high control accuracy.
Therefore, we configure Improved Priority with a very small
safety margin of 1.08 W. Fig. 8 shows that MPC still
outperforms Improved Priority in all the runs and the
average improvement is 4.93 percent. Note again that such a
small safety margin is actually infeasible in practice, so MPC
would have higher improvements. Fig. 9 shows that the
settling time of Improved Priority is about 50 seconds while
that of MPC is still 2 seconds as in Fig. 4c. Such a long settling
time is undesirable especially when the CMP has a power
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violation and needs to lower its power consumption to the
budget quickly to avoid thermal failures. The results verify
our hypothesis and confirm the observations we had earlier.

7.2.3 Temperature Constraint

In this experiment, we evaluate the temperature constraint of
the MPC power controller. In a real system, the maximum
allowed temperature can be set based on the datasheet of the
CMP chip. The temperature bound is initially 65�C in our
experiment. Between time 60 and 120 s, we reduce the bound
to 40�C to emulate a thermal emergency event. Fig. 10a shows
that the measured temperatures of the cores are quickly
constrained to stay below the lowered bound. Fig. 10b shows
that the temperature constraint works effectively to reduce
the power of the CMP for the purpose of temperature
reduction. There is a certain distance between the measured
temperature and the bound because of the safety margin
used in our temperature constraint, as discussed in Section
3.3. Core 2 has a lower temperature than Core 1 due to
process variations.

7.2.4 Online Model Estimator

In this experiment, we examine the online model estimator.
The estimator is important because MPC may have degraded
control performance when the system model is inaccurate. To
stress test the MPC controller, we intentionally choose the
parameters, i.e., A, in the system model (2) to have values that
are several times smaller than the values used in the previous
experiments. Fig. 11 shows that MPC (with the estimator
disabled) now has much larger oscillations than before,
though the average power consumption has been success-
fully controlled to the set point, i.e., 140 W. Although MPC
still outperforms Improved Priority in this case because it has
a zero steady-state error, the instantaneous power spikes are
undesirable. For example, at time 28 s, the power consump-
tion of the CMP is 4.16 W higher than the set point. The
standard deviation of the measured power values is 3.24 W.
We then enable the online model estimator and rerun the

experiments with the same small parameter values in the
MPC system model. Fig. 11 shows that the estimator can
quickly correct the system model at runtime in just several
steps from the beginning. As a result, MPC performs as well
as before, with a standard deviation of only 0.49 W. This
experiment demonstrates that the online model estimator is
important to the MPC power controller, especially when the
workload is unknown or could vary significantly at runtime
and when the controller is used to control different CMP
processors with different processing capacities and within-
die variations.

7.3 Simulation Results

In the previous section, we have evaluated the MPC
controller on our hardware testbed, where the CMP
processor has only two scalable cores. In this section, we
use simulations to demonstrate the efficacy of our MPC
controller when the number of cores increases to 4, 8, and 16.
For each configuration, we test two power budgets that are
lower than the CMP’s peak power consumption. Specifically,
our first set of power budgets is 50 W for the 4-core
configuration, 64 W for the 8-core configuration, and 100 W
for the 16-core configuration. Our second set of budgets is 60,
75, and 120 W for the three configurations, respectively.

Fig. 12 plots the average power and standard deviation of
the CMP controlled by MPC, Improved Priority, and
MaxBIPS. With different numbers of cores, the power
consumption of the CMP under MPC precisely converges
to the desired power set points. Both Improved Priority and
MaxBIPS waste the power budget because their average
power consumption always stays below the budget. The
results confirm what we have observed on our testbed.
Fig. 13 plots the performance results of MPC, Improved
Priority, and MaxBIPS under different numbers of cores and
benchmarks. Fig. 13a shows the results of the first set of
power budgets while Fig. 13b shows the results of the second
set of power budgets. MPC achieves the best benchmark
performance in all runs. For example, the average IPC of
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Fig. 9. Improved Priority has a long settling time on a 12-core AMD
Opteron processor.

Fig. 10. Temperature constraints working effectively during an emulated thermal emergency. (a) Temperature. (b) Power.

Fig. 11. Effect of online model estimator when system model differs
significantly from estimation.



MPC with 8 cores in Fig. 13a is 8.49 while those of Improved
Priority and MaxBIPS are 7.74 and 7.66, respectively. The
performance results also confirm what we have observed on
the testbed. The results of MaxBIPS with the 16-core
configuration are not presented because the prediction table
used by MaxBIPS has grown up to 416 entries, making it
infeasible to be implemented. Our simulation results
demonstrate that MPC can precisely control power to
achieve better application performance for CMPs with
different numbers of cores and power budgets.

In the second set of simulations, we compare the original
MPC controller with the MPC controllers that conduct
dynamic cache resizing with different weighting strategies.
As all the MPC controllers can precisely control power, we
only present the performance results (IPC) under the first
set of power budgets in Fig. 14. All the three MPC
controllers that conduct dynamic cache resizing (MPC-
EW, MPC-IW, and MPC-PW) outperform the original MPC
controller. For example, with the CPU-intensive wupwise
benchmark and 16 cores, the improvement of MPC-PW over
MPC is 16.3 percent. On average, MPC-PW outperforms
MPC by 17.9, 11.5, and 13.7 percent for 4, 8, and 16 cores,
respectively. Our experiments with the second set of power
budgets have similar results, which are not presented due to
space limitations. These experiments clearly demonstrate
that it is important to allow flexible power shifting among
the CPU cores and the shared L2 cache for improved
performance when the CMP has stringent power budgets.
Among the three different weighting strategies, MPC-PW
and MPC-IW achieve better performance than MPC-EW in
all runs. Therefore, it is beneficial to dynamically adjust the
control weights of the cores and cache based on the their
current performance measurements. MPC-PW has the best
performance because it adjusts the control weights based on
both the performance measurements and the peak power

consumption of the cores and cache. As a result, MPC-PW
allocates power proportionally to the performance measure-
ments for optimized performance.

As we discuss in Section 5, another benefit of MPC-PW’s
proportional power allocation strategy is that it can treat the
cores in a fair way. In the last set of our simulations, we
examine the fairness among different cores using a widely
used metric called fair speedup [34], [4], [28], which is
defined as: FS ¼ N=ð

PN
i¼1

IPCbase
IPCi
Þ, where N is the number of

cores, IPCi is the IPC of Core i, and IPCbase is the IPC of the
application when it runs alone on the CMP. Fair speedup is
the harmonic mean of per-thread speedups and commonly
used as a fairness metric because using the harmonic mean
rewards uniform speedups and penalizes slowdowns [4]. In
the simulations, we mix three cache-intensive benchmarks,
ammp, art, and gcc, with three CPU-intensive benchmarks,
wupwise, mesa, and lucas. We test four benchmark combina-
tions: mix1 (ammp and wupwise), mix2 (ammp and art), mix3
(mesa and wupwise), and mix4 (gcc and lucas). In those
combinations, we run the first benchmark on cores
numbered even (i.e., Cores 0, 2, 4, etc.) and the second
benchmark on cores numbered odd (i.e., Cores 1, 3, 5, etc.).
Fig. 15 shows that MPC-PW achieves the best fair speedup
under the second set of power budgets. Our experiments
under the first set of power budgets lead to similar results,
which are not shown due to space limitations. This set of
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Fig. 12. Control accuracy comparison under different power budgets and
numbers of cores in simulations.

Fig. 14. SPEC performance comparison of different weighting strategies
under the first set of power budgets and different numbers of cores in
simulations.

Fig. 15. Fair speedup comparison of different weighting strategies under
the second set of power budgets and different numbers of cores in
simulations.

Fig. 13. SPEC benchmark performance comparison between MPC and two baselines under different numbers of cores in simulations. (a) First set of
budgets: 50 W for four cores, 64 W for eight cores, and 100 W for 16 cores. (b) Second set of budgets: 60 W for four cores, 75 W for eight cores, and
120 W for 16 cores.



experiments demonstrates that MPC-PW can result in better
fairness among different cores.

8 RELATED WORK

Power and temperature are two important design con-
straints for high-performance processors. Most of the prior
work controls them separately. Isci et al. [12] propose both a
heuristic-based closed-loop algorithm and a prediction-
based algorithm to control the power of a CMP to stay
below a chip-level power budget based on per-core DVFS.
Teodorescu et al. [35] develop an optimization algorithm
based on linear programming to provide power manage-
ment for a CMP based on both DVFS and thread mapping.
In contrast to their work that relies on heuristics, we present
the first study to apply advanced optimal MIMO control
theory to address this problem in a more rigorous way with
theoretical guarantees. Some other prior work addresses the
dynamic thermal management (DTM) problem [2], [6], [33],
[44]. In contrast to those studies, our solution manages both
power and temperature. Intel’s Foxton technology [23] and
IBM’s TPMD [40] have successfully controlled the power
and temperature of a processor by using chip-wide DVFS.
We use per-core DVFS to achieve better control accuracy
and application performance. Meng et al. [24] have
proposed a greedy approach to use both per-core DVFS
and cache resizing as actuators to control power. Specifi-
cally, they try to search the solution space for a combination
of core DVFS levels and active cache size that can lead to the
best CMP performance within a power budget. However,
because there are only limited numbers of DVFS levels and
cache ways, this greedy approach cannot precisely control
power to the desired budget, leading to degraded perfor-
mance. In contrast, we integrate dynamic cache resizing
into our MPC control framework to shift power among CPU
cores and the shared L2 cache for improved performance.

Several research projects [25], [19], [32] have successfully
applied control theory to explicitly control power or
temperature of enterprise servers. Kephart et al. have
proposed a coordinated management strategy to achieve
trade-offs between power and performance for a single
server [15]. Kusic et al. present a power and performance
management strategy based on lookahead control [18]. Some
recent work has proposed heuristic-based control strategies
at the server rack level [30], [8]. Control-theoretic solutions
have also been designed to control rack-level power
consumption for optimized system performance [36], [29].
While those studies are at the server and server rack levels,
we apply advanced MIMO control theory to control power
for a CMP processor. A two-tier control architecture has been
proposed in [38] to achieve desired relative cache access
latencies based on dynamic cache partitioning and resizing.
In contrast, we aim to optimize the performance of a CMP
under a power budget in this paper.

Some prior work has been proposed to use power as a
tool for application-level performance requirements. For
example, Horvath et al. [11] and Sharma et al. [31] use DVFS
to meet application-level quality of service requirements.
Ogras et al. [26] use DVFS to control the utilization of the
inter-domain queues in future multiprocessor systems-on-
chip. Srikantaiah et al. [34] use cache partitioning to control
CMP throughput. Chen et al. [5] also present a feedback

controller to manage the response time in a server cluster.
Although they all use control theory to manage power
consumption, power is only used as a knob to control
application-level performance. As a result, they do not
provide any absolute guarantee for power consumption. In
this paper, we explicitly control the power consumption of a
CMP to adhere to a given constraint.

9 CONCLUSIONS

Existing work on power and thermal management heavily
focuses on either open-loop search and optimization
strategies based on static models, or heuristic-based
closed-loop solutions that relies on oversimplified control
algorithms without any theoretical guarantees. In this
paper, we present the first study of applying advanced
optimal MIMO control theory to chip-level power control
based on per-core DVFS. Our algorithm can precisely
control the power of a CMP chip to the desired set point,
while maintaining the temperature of each core below a
specified threshold. Furthermore, an online model estima-
tor is designed to achieve analytical assurance of control
accuracy and system stability, even in the face of significant
workload variations or unpredictable within-die core
variations. To further improve system performance, we
also integrate dynamic cache resizing into our control
framework so that power can be shifted among CPU cores
and the shared L2 cache. Empirical results on a physical
testbed show that our controller outperforms two state-of-
the-art control algorithms by having better SPEC bench-
mark performance and more precise power control. In
addition, extensive simulation results demonstrate the
efficacy of our algorithm for various CMP configurations.
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